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George Bernard Shaw once said, "Better keep yourself clean and bright; you are the window
through which you must see the world." Likewise, you see the world outside of your home through
windows, so keeping them clean and bright is your responsibility. Should you ever need to buy new
windows for your home, go for new designs that will shake up your homeâ€™s dÃ©cor.

The main purpose of windows is to shed light into indoor spaces and to bring whatâ€™s outside indoors.
As an architectural element, windows have had a long history, and it wasnâ€™t until the 16th century did
people start using glass to protect their homes against the elements. Today, window styles arenâ€™t
only functional but artistic and energy-efficient as well. With all the choices available, there is no
reason to stick to just one window style.

Single and Double-Hung Windows

These two types are some of the more traditional windows that you can find in most Madison
homes. The single-hung window has a window sash that slides up or down within the frame. The
double-hung window, on the other hand, has two sashes within the frame that can be tilted out or
slid up and down, allowing for more control over air flow.

Sliding Windows

Sliding windows incorporate contemporary designs into home dÃ©cor without sacrificing functionality.
Basically, a sliding window has one or more sashes that slide horizontally along a track. Sliding
windows, especially when paired with screens that filter air, can let natural daylight in to soften hard
textures and make any home feel airy and cozy.

Picture Windows

Picture windows are usually seen on Colonial or Victorian-style homes. However, these picture
windows also include multiple panes. Picture windows installed by Madison window experts today
keep the idea of picture windows but ditch the panes, creating a window with no sashes and whose
purpose is to simply let in as much light as possible.

Window Walls

Window walls are designed to be as simplistic and as durable as possible. Madison window experts
would simply install a floor-to-ceiling window in place of a wall with uncomplicated structure and
sharp lines. These windows are designed to let in the maximum amount of light while cutting down
on energy used to heat and light homes.

If the windows in your home are broken or grimy beyond imagining, you should take a look at the
Madison window products window contractors offer. For more information, you can visit
consumerenergycenter.org/home/windows/window_styles.html or
houseandhome.com/design/popular-window-styles.
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Nancy Ferdinand - About Author:
For more details, search a Madison window and a Madison window products in Google for related
information.
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